
Conference Centre. 

Day delegate rate - £49 per delegate

- Hire of the meeting room 
 - Morning coffee with bacon rolls or pastries

- Informal finger buffet lunch
- Afternoon tea with home baking

- Complimentary in-house equipment (note this is a basic projector and 
screen provision plus flipchart- for more sophisticated requirements we can certainly   

           put you in touch with an external AV company who will be happy to quote accordingly)
- Mineral water, cordials and sweeties in the meeting room 

24 hour delegate rate - £185 per delegate 

- Hire of the main meeting room 
- Morning coffee with bacon rolls or pastries

- informal buffet lunch
- Afternoon tea with homebaking

- Complimentary in-house equipment (note this is a basic projector and screen provision plus
flipchart- for more sophisticated requirements we can certainly   

           put you in touch with an external AV company who will be happy to quote accordingly)
- Mineral water, cordials and sweeties in the meeting room

- 3 course dinner* with coffee and tablet  (to value £37.50 p/p) 
- Accommodation with full Scottish breakfast 



Conference Centre. 

The Boardroom – seats up to 20 comfortably in a boardroom
style of 40 in a theatre layout. It has an LCD plasma screen with

wireless connection, DVD player and a surround-sound audio
systems

The Conference Room – seats up to 30 in a range of different
layouts and also has a range of state-of-the-art equipment

The Ballroom – seats up to 250 for a theatre-style conference
presentation. It is flooded with natural light (with blackout

facility of required) and has an adjacent foyer area, perfect for
use a breakout room or coffee station. There is direct access to
the rear car park making it ideal for drop-off/car launches etc

and it has its own private garden area.

The West Room – seats up to 24 boardroom style or 50 in a
theatre layout. This is a bright meeting room, overlooking the

garden lawns.

The Garden Room – seats up to 14 delegates – this is another
bright room with direct access to the gardens, perfect for

smaller boardroom style meetings.


